25 26 The sequence domains underlying long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) activities, including their 27 characteristic nuclear enrichment, remain largely unknown. It has been proposed that these domains 28 can originate from neofunctionalised fragments of transposable elements (TEs), otherwise known as 29 RIDLs (Repeat Insertion Domains of Long Noncoding RNA), although just a handful have been 30 identified. It is challenging to distinguish functional RIDL instances against a numerous genomic 31 background of neutrally-evolving TEs. We here show evidence that a subset of TE types experience 32 evolutionary selection in the context of lncRNA exons. Together these comprise an enrichment group 33 of 5374 TE fragments in 3566 loci. Their host lncRNAs tend to be functionally validated and 34 associated with disease. This RIDL group was used to explore the relationship between TEs and 35 lncRNA subcellular localisation. Using global localisation data from ten human cell lines, we uncover 36 a dose-dependent relationship between nuclear/cytoplasmic distribution, and evolutionarily-37 conserved L2b, MIRb and MIRc elements. This is observed in multiple cell types, and is unaffected 38 by confounders of transcript length or expression. Experimental validation with engineered 39 transgenes shows that these TEs drive nuclear enrichment in a natural sequence context. Together 40 these data reveal a role for TEs in regulating the subcellular localisation of lncRNAs. 41
Introduction 42
The human genome contains many thousands of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), of which at 43 least a fraction are likely to have evolutionarily-selected biological functions (Ulitsky and Bartel 2013) . 44
Our current working hypothesis is that, similar to proteins, lncRNA functions are encoded in primary 45 sequence through "domains", or discrete elements that mediate specific aspects of lncRNA activity. Such 46 activities range from molecular interactions to subcellular localisation ( We recently proposed that exaptation also takes place in the context of lncRNAs, with TEs 58 contributing pre-formed functional domains. We termed these "RIDLs" -Repeat Insertion Domains of 59
Long noncoding RNAs (Johnson and Guigó 2014). As RNA, TEs are known to interact with a rich variety 60 of proteins, meaning that in the context of lncRNA they could plausibly act as protein-docking sites 61 (Blackwell et al. 2012) . Diverse evidence also points to repetitive sequences forming intermolecular 62 6 125
Contribution of transposable elements to lncRNA gene structures 126
TEs have contributed widely to both coding and noncoding gene structures by the insertion of 127 elements such as promoters, splice sites and termination sites (Sela et al. 2007 ). We next classified inserted 128
TEs by their contribution to lncRNA gene structure ( Figure 2C,D) . It should be borne in mind that this 129 analysis is dependent on the accuracy of underlying GENCODE annotations, which are often incomplete 130 This exonic TE map represents the starting point for the identification of RIDLs, defined as the 140 subset of TEs with evidence for functionality in the context of mature lncRNAs. In this and subsequent 141 analyses, TEs are grouped by type as defined by RepeatMasker. We utilise three distinct sources of evidence 142 for selection on TEs: exonic enrichment, strand bias and evolutionary conservation ( Figure 1B) . 143
We first asked whether particular TE types are enriched in lncRNA exons, compared to intronic 144 sequence (Kelley and Rinn 2012) . Thus, we calculated the ratio of exonic / intronic sequence coverage by 145 TEs ( Figure 3A ). We found enrichment >2-fold for numerous repeat types, including endogenous retrovirus 146 classes (HERVE-int, HERVK9-int, HERV3-int, LTR12D) in addition to others such as ALR/Alpha, 147 BSR/Beta and REP522. A number of simple repeats are also enriched in lncRNA, including GC-rich 148 repeats. A weaker but more generalized trend of enrichment is also observed for various MLT repeat 149 classes. These findings are consistent with previous analyses by Kelley and Rinn using whole genome, 150 rather than introns, as background (Kelley and Rinn 2012) . Similarly, both studies agree in finding no 151 difference in Alu density between lncRNA exons and intergenic / intronic DNA. 152
Despite their overall abundance throughout the genome, presently-active LINE1 elements are 153 relatively depleted in lncRNA exons ( Figure 3A) . It is possible that this reflects selection against disruption 154 to normal gene expression, where numerous weak polyadenylation signals lead to premature transcription 7 termination when the LINE1 element lies on the same strand as the overlapping gene (Perepelitsa-Belancio 156 and Deininger 2003). Other explanations may be low transcriptional processivity exhibited by the LINE1 157 ORF2 in the sense strand (Perepelitsa-Belancio and Deininger 2003), or else epigenetic silencing effects 158 (Hollister and Gaut 2009). 159
As a second source of evidence for selection, we searched for TE types displaying a strand 160 preference relative to host lncRNA (Johnson and Guigó 2014). We were conscious of a major source of 161 bias: as shown above, many TSS and splice sites of lncRNA are contributed by TEs, and such cases would 162 lead to artefactual strand bias. To avoid this, we ignored any TEs that overlap an exon-intron boundary. We 163 calculated the relative strand overlap of all remaining TEs in lncRNA exons. Statistical significance was 164 assessed by randomisation, with significance defined at P<0.001, corresponding to a false discovery rate 165 (FDR) below 5% (similar cutoffs apply to subsequent analyses, more details may be found in Materials and 166 Methods) ( Figure 3B ). In lncRNA exons, a number of TE types are enriched in either sense or antisense, 167 dominated by LINE1 family members, possibly for the reasons mentioned above. Other significantly 168 enriched TE types include LTR78, MLT1B, and MIRc ( Figure 3B ). 169
To test the specificity of this exonic strand bias, we performed equivalent analysis using introns. 170
Although intronic strand bias is weaker, we did detect a modest yet statistically-significant depletion of 171 same-strand TE insertions (Supplemental Figure S1 ). This is especially true for LINE1 elements, possibly 172 for aforementioned reasons. In contrast to exons, almost no TE types were significantly enriched on the 173
same-strand in introns. 174
To test for TE type-specific conservation, we turned to two sets of predictions of evolutionarily-175 conserved elements. First, the widely-used phastCons conserved elements, based on phylogenetic hidden 176 To look for evidence of evolutionary conservation on exonic TEs, we calculated the fraction of 181 nucleotides overlapped by evolutionarily-conserved genomic elements, and compared to the equivalent 182 fraction for intronic TEs of the same type. To assess statistical significance, we again used positional 183 randomisation (see inset in Figure 3C ). This pipeline was applied independently to the phastCons (placental 184 mammal shown in Figure 3C , primate and vertebrate in Supplemental Figure S1B,C) and ECS 185 (Supplemental Figure S1D) data. The majority of TE types do not exhibit signatures of conservation (grey 186 points). However, for each conservation type, the method detects significant conservation for a minority of 187 8 TE types ( Figure 3C ). This enrichment disappeared when phastCons elements were positionally randomised 188 (Supplemental Figure S2A ). It is unlikely that overlap with protein-coding loci biases the results, since 189 equivalent analyses using intergenic lncRNAs yielded similar candidate RIDLs (Supplemental Figure S2B ). 190 A similar analysis was performed using protein-coding exons, and although a number of significantly-191 conserved TEs were identified, they display limited overlap with those from lncRNAs (Supplemental 192 Figure S2C ). We also found a small number of TEs depleted for signatures of conservation in lncRNA 193 exons, namely the young AluSz, AluSx and AluJb (phastCons) and L1M4c and AluSx1 (ECS) (coloured 194 orange in Figure 3C and Supplemental Figure S1 ). The cause of this depletion is unclear, although one 195 explanation is enrichment of conservation in intronic TEs due to RNA-independent regulatory roles as 196 observed previously (Su et al. 2014). 197 All the selection evidence is summarised in Figure 3D . As might be expected, one observes a high 198
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We next looked for evidence to support the RIDL annotation by investigating the properties of their 250 host lncRNAs. We first asked whether RIDLs are randomly distributed amongst lncRNAs, or else non-251 randomly clustered in a smaller number of genes. Figure 4D shows that the latter is the case, with a 252 significant deviation of RIDLs from a random distribution. These lncRNAs carry a mean of 1.15 RIDLs / 253 kb of exonic sequence (median: 0.84 RIDLs/kb) (Supplemental Figure S7) . 254
Are RIDL-lncRNAs more likely to be functional? To address this, we compared lncRNA genes 255 carrying one or more RIDLs, to a length-matched set of control lncRNAs ( Figure 4E (3) enriched in their exons for trait/disease-associated SNPs. In order to estimate the impact of carrying 259
RIDLs on the functional-associated outcomes mentioned above, while controlling for potential biases from 260 conservation and length, we performed multiple logistic regression analysis. In each case, the overlap with 261 RIDL-lncRNAs was positive and statistically significant ( Figure 4F ). However we did not observed any 262 difference in mean or maximum expression of RIDL-lncRNAs to length matched controls across ten tissues 263 of the Human Body Map RNA-seq dataset (Supplemental Figure S9) . 264
In addition to CCAT1 ( Figure 4A ) (Nissan et al. 2012) there are a number of deeply-studied RIDL-265 containing genes. XIST, the X-chromosome silencing RNA contains seven internal RIDL elements. As we 266 After correcting for multiple hypothesis testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg method (Benjamini 283 and Hochberg 1995), this approach identified four distinct RIDL types: L1PA16, L2b, MIRb and MIRc 284 ( Figure 5B ). For example, 44 lncRNAs carrying L2b RIDLs have 6.9-fold higher relative 285 nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio in IMR90 cells, and this tendency is observed in six different cell types ( Figure  286 5B,C). 287
The degree of nuclear localisation increases in lncRNAs as a function of the number of RIDLs 288 (L1PA16, L2b, MIRb and MIRc) they carry ( Figure 5D ). We also found a significant relationship between 289 GC-rich elements and cytoplasmic enrichment across three independent cell samples. The GC-rich-290 containing lncRNAs have between 2 and 2.3-fold higher relative expression in the cytoplasm of these cells 291 (Supplemental Figure S10 ). 292
We were curious whether this relationship with localisation is only a property of RIDLs, or We were concerned that two un-modelled confounding factors that positively correlated with TE 299 number could explain the observed data: transcript length and whole-cell gene expression. To address this, 300
we performed multiple linear regression for localisation with explanatory variables of RIDL number, 301 transcript length and whole-cell expression ( Figure 5E ). Such a model accounts independently for each 302 variable, enabling one to eliminate confounding effects. Training such models for each cell type / RIDL 303 pair, we observed positive and statistically-significant contributions for RIDL number in most cases. We 304 also observed weaker but significant contributions from transcript length and whole-cell expression terms, 305 indicating that our intuition was correct that these factors influence localisation independent of RIDLs 306 (Supplemental Figure S13A ,B). We drew similar conclusions from equivalent analyses using partial 307 correlation analysis (Supplemental Figure S13C ). In summary, observed RIDLs correlate with lncRNA 308 localisation even when controlling for other factors, 309
Given that L2b and MIR elements predate human-mouse divergence, we attempted to perform 310 similar analyses in mouse cells. However given that just two equivalent datasets are available at present 311 
Intra-gene correlation between RIDLs and subcellular localisation 316
LncRNA gene loci are often composed of multiple, differentially-spliced transcript isoforms that 317 partially differ in their mature sequence. We reasoned that differential inclusion of RIDL-containing exons 318
should give rise to differences in localisation amongst transcripts from the same gene locus. In other words, 319
for RIDL-lncRNA gene loci having multiple transcript isoforms, those isoforms with a RIDL should display 320 greater nuclear enrichment than those isoforms without a RIDL ( Figure 6 , left panel). 321
We tested this individually for each cell type. For every appropriate RIDL-lncRNA locus (numbers 322 shown inside boxplot), we calculated the difference in the mean of the localisation between their RIDL and 323 non-RIDL isoforms ( Figure 6 , right panel). For every cell line, the median difference was positive, 324
indicating that RIDL-carrying transcript isoforms are more nuclear enriched than their non-RIDL cousins 325 from the same gene locus. Given our a priori hypothesis that RIDLs promote nuclear enrichment, statistical 326 significance was tested by comparison to zero using a 1-sided t-test. Altogether these data point to a 327 consistent correlation between the presence of certain exonic TE elements, L1PA16, L2b, MIRb and MIRc, 328 and the nuclear enrichment of their host lncRNA. 329 330
RIDLs play a causative role in lncRNA nuclear localisation 331
To more directly test whether RIDLs play a causative role in nuclear localisation, we designed an 332 experimental approach to quantify the effect of exonic TEs on localisation of a transfected lncRNA. We 333 selected three lncRNAs, based on: (i) presence of L2b, MIRb and MIRc RIDLs; (ii) moderate expression; 334 (iii) nuclear localisation, as inferred from RNA-seq ( Figure 7A ,B and Supplemental Figure S14 ). Nuclear 335 localisation of these candidates could be validated in HeLa cells using qRTPCR ( Figure 7C ). 336
We formulated an assay to compare the localisation of transfected lncRNAs carrying wild-type 337
RIDLs, and mutated versions where the RIDL sequence was randomised without altering sequence 338 Figure 7E ) and qRT-PCR ( Figure 7F ), and stringent DNase-treatment ensured that plasmid DNA 344 made negligible contributions to our results (Supplemental Figure S16) . 345
With this setup, we compared the nuclear/cytoplasmic localisation of lncRNAs with and without 346 exonic RIDL sequences ( Figure 7F ). We observed a potent and consistent impact of RIDLs on 347 nuclear/cytoplasmic localisation in HeLa cells: for all three candidates, loss of RIDL sequence resulted in 348 relocalisation of the host transcript from nucleus to cytoplasm ( Figure 7F Lubelsky and Ulitsky (Lubelsky and Ulitsky 2018). Second, a "passive" process where TEs destabilise 369 transcripts leading to a concentration gradient from nucleus to cytoplasm. Although future studies will 370 examine this question in detail, the fact that we do not observe a constant difference in steady-state levels 371 in TE/mutated transgenes, would be more consistent with the active model. 372
These data support the hypothesis that exonic TE elements can act as functional lncRNA domains. 373
In this "RIDL hypothesis", transposable elements are co-opted by natural selection to form "Repeat 374 Insertion Domains of LncRNA", that is, fragments of sequence that confer adaptive advantage through 375 some change in the activity of their host lncRNA. We proposed that RIDLs may serve as binding sites for 376 proteins or other nucleic acids, and indeed a growing body of evidence supports this (reviewed in (Johnson 377 and Guigó 2014)). In the context of localisation, RIDLs could mediate nuclear retention through 378 hybridisation to complementary repeats in genomic DNA or through their described interactions with 379 nuclear proteins (Kelley et al. 2014). In the course of this study we bioinformatically identified five 380 candidate proteins (HNRNPU, HNRNPH2, HuR, KHDRBS1, TARDBP), however we could not find 381 evidence that they contribute to RIDL-lncRNA localisation. Identification of any proteins that mediate 382
RIDLs' localisation activity may be achieved in future through pulldown approaches (Marín-Béjar and 383
Huarte 2015). Feschotte and colleagues (Chuong et al. 2017 ). However it is also possible that for other cases the reverse 393 could be true -a pre-existing lncRNA exapts a newly-inserted TE. Given that nuclear retention is at odds 394 with the primary needs of natural TE transcripts to be exported to the cytoplasm, we propose that the 395 observed nuclear localisation activity is a more modern feature of L2b/MIR RIDLs, which is unrelated to 396 their original roles. 397
Our approach for identifying localisation-regulating RIDLs has advantages over previous studies 398 unavoidable consequence of our use of evolutionary conservation as a filter, is that it likely biases our 400 analysis against recently-evolved TEs such as Alus. It remains entirely possible that modern TEs also 401 influence lncRNA localisation, but cannot be detected using the signals of selection that we have employed. 402
On the other hand, MIRb and MIRc were only identified in one cell type each. We expect this reflects low 403 sensitivity of the statistical screen, rather than cell-type specificity alone, because (i) in a focussed re-404 analysis (Supplemental Figure S12 ) the effect was observed in multiple cells, and (ii) experimental 405 validation confirmed it in two independent cell types ( Figure 7F ). 406 This is further supported by the recent study of Lubelsky and Ulitsky, who performed an 407 experimental screen for localisation motifs in 37 nuclear-enriched lncRNAs, and identified AluSx as a 408 nuclear-localisation element (Lubelsky and Ulitsky 2018). These 37 lncRNAs are enriched for RIDLs (62% 409 of Lubelsky lncRNAs contain at least one RIDL, compared to 22% for other Gencode v21 lncRNAs, P=4e-410 6, Fisher exact test), as well as for the three localisation RIDLs identified here (L2b, MIRb, MIRc: 32% vs 411 9%, P=3e-4) (Supplemental Figure S18A) . Although our bioinformatic screen did not identify AluSx, a 412 naive unfiltered re-analysis of our data supports Lubelsky's experimental finding that AluSx-carrying 413 lncRNAs tend to be more nuclear across multiple cell types (Supplemental Figure S18B ). Together, these 414 considerations open the possibility that other localisation-controlling TE types may await discovery. 415
More generally, the RIDL predictions showed rather low concordance between the various 416 selection evidence used ( Figure 3D ). This likely reflects a number of factors: young evolutionary age of 417 some of the most common TEs, generally low statistical power due to large background of neutral TEs and 418 multiple hypothesis testing, and false positives due to TEs that promote transcription or splicing of 419 lncRNAs. However it is worthy of note that validated candidates L2b, MIRb and MIRc are all implicated 420 by multiple, independent evidence sources ( Figure 3D) . stands apart in attempting to identify the subset of TEs with evidence for selection. We hope that this RIDL 427 map will prove a resource for future studies to better understand functional domains of lncRNAs. Although 428 various evidence suggests that the RIDL annotation is a useful enrichment group of functional TE elements, 429 it contains a substantial false positive (and likely also false negative) rates that will have to be improved in In summary therefore, we have made available a first annotation of selected RIDLs in lncRNAs, 447
and described a new paradigm for TE-derived fragments as drivers of nuclear localisation in lncRNAs. 448
Materials and Methods 449
All operations were carried out on human genome version GRCh38/hg38, unless stated otherwise. 
RIDL identification 470
Using this Exonic TE Annotation, we identified the subset of individual TEs with evidence for 471 functionality. For certain analysis, an Intronic TE Annotation was also employed, being the output for the 472 equivalent intron annotation described above. Three different types of evidence were used: enrichment, 473 strand bias and evolutionary conservation. 474
In enrichment analysis, the exon/intron ratio of the fraction of nucleotide coverage by each repeat 475 type was calculated. Any repeat type with >2-fold exon/intron ratio was considered as a candidate. All annotation was re-calculated. For each iteration, sense/antisense ratios were calculated for all TE types. A 485 TE type was considered to have significant strand bias, if its true ratio exceeded (positively) all of 1000 486 simulations. All exonic instances of these TE types that also have the same strand orientation to the host 487 transcript are defined as RIDLs. On the other hand, after inspection of the data, we decided to exclude TEs 488 with significant antisense enrichment. This is because most instances were from the LINE1 class, which 489 are known to interfere with gene expression when falling on the same strand (Perepelitsa-Belancio and 490
Deininger 2003). Therefore, we considered it likely that observed antisense enrichment is simply an artefact 491 of selection against insertion on the same strand, and in the interests of controlling the false positive 492 prediction rate, decided to exclude these cases. phastCons elements were only available for hg19 genome build, we mapped them to hg38 using LiftOver 499 utility. For each TE type we calculated the exonic/intronic conservation ratio. To do this we used 500
IntersectBED (Quinlan and Hall 2010) to overlap exonic locations with TEs, and calculate the total number 501 of nucleotides overlapping. We performed a similar operation for intronic regions. Then for each TE type, 502
we calculated the ratio of conserved TE nucleotides for exons compared to introns: 503
Relative exonic-intronic conservation (REIC) = (C e / (Ce + Ne) ) / (Ci / (Ci + Ni) ) 504
Where C is conserved TE nucleotides, N is non-conserved TE nucleotides, and subscripts e and i denote 505 exonic and intronic, respectively. Note that, because it calculates fractional overlap of TEs by conserved 506 elements, REIC normalises for different lengths of exons and introns (Supplemental Figure S19) . 507
To estimate the background, the conserved element BED files were positionally randomized 1000 times 508 using BEDTools shuffle, each time recalculating REIC. We considered to be significantly conserved those 509 19 TE types where the true REIC was greater or less than every one of 1000 randomised REIC values. All 510 exonic instances of these TE types that also intersect the appropriate evolutionarily conserved element are 511 defined as RIDLs. This approach of shuffling conserved elements displayed no apparent bias in the length 512 of TEs it identifies (Supplemental Figure S2D ). We also tested an alternative approach for estimating 513 significance whereby conserved elements were held constant, and TEs were positionally randomised. While 514 there was a significant overlap in identified candidate RIDLs, this method displayed a bias towards longer 515 TEs (Supplemental Figure S2D) , and therefore was not employed further. 516
We chose to randomise conserved elements, rather than TEs because the former are enriched in 517 lncRNA exons (Pegueroles and Gabaldón 2016). Thus, using randomised TEs to estimate background REIC 518 would lead to overestimation of exonic TE conservation, and hence underestimate the rate of conservation 519 of TEs in real data. 520
All RIDL predictions were then merged using mergeBED and any instances with length <10 nt 521 were discarded. The outcome, a BED format file with coordinates for hg38, is found in Supplemental File 522 S1. 523
False discovery rates (FDR) were estimated for RIDL predictions. TE type FDR estimates were 524 based on shuffling simulations described above. Empirical p-values for true data were estimated according 525
to P=(rank in distribution)/(1 + number of simulations). For significant cases, where the true value exceeded 526 all n=1000 simulations, this value was conservatively defined to be P=0.001. These empirical p-values were 527 then converted to FDR using the r command "p.adjust" with "fdr" setting. Accordingly, empirical 528 FDR rates were also estimated at the element level. Here, the set of significant TEs were grouped 533 for each evidence type. Then, the frequency of overlap of these TEs with the evidence type was compared 534 for lncRNA exons and introns. This data is shown in Supplemental Figure S4 . 535
536

RIDL orthology analysis 537
In order to assess evolutionary history of RIDLs, we used chained alignments of human to chimp 538 (hg19ToPanTro4), macaque (hg19ToRheMac3), mouse (hg19ToMm10), rat (hg19ToRn5), and cow 539 (hg19ToBosTau7). Due to availability of chain files, RIDL coordinates were first converted from hg38 to 540 hg19. Orthology was defined by LiftOver utility used at default settings. In order to test for functional enrichment amongst lncRNAs hosting RIDLs, we tested for statistical 551 enrichment of the following traits in RIDL-carrying lncRNAs compared to other lncRNAs (see below) by 552
Fisher's exact test: For defining a comparable set of "other lncRNAs" we sampled from the rest of GENCODE v21 a set of 562 lncRNAs matching RIDL-lncRNAs' exonic length distribution (Supplemental Figure S8 ). We performed 563 sampling using matchDistribution script: https://github.com/julienlag/matchDistribution. In order to 564 simultaneously control for both conservation and length, we performed multiple logistic regression analysis 565 using glm R package, with the following structure: Rate using the Benjamini-Hochberg method (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) . 586 587
Multiple linear regression and partial correlation analysis 588
Linear models were created in R using the "lm" package, at the level of lncRNA transcripts with 589 the form: 590
localisation ~ RIDL + transcript length + expression 591
Localisation refers to nuclear/cytoplasmic RCI; RIDL denotes the number of instances of a given RIDL in 592 a transcript; expression denotes the whole cell expression level, as inferred from RNA-seq in units of 593 RPKM. Equivalent partial correlation analyses were performed, using the R "pcor.test" function from the 594 'ppcor' package (Spearman correlation), correlating RCI with RIDL number, while controlling for 595 transcript length and expression. We checked all regression models for multicollinearity by searching for 596 variance inflation factors (VIF) using the 'VIF' command from the R package 'fmsb'. In no case did VIF 597 exceed 1.1, below values raising concern of multicollinearity (>4). Wild-type and mutant lncRNA clones for each tested gene were transfected independently in separate 615 wells of a 6-well plate. Transfections and subsequent analysis were repeated as biological replicates (four 616 for HeLa, four for A549), defined as transfections performed on different days with different cell passages. 617
Transfections were carried out with 2 µg of total plasmid DNA in each well using Lipofectamine 2000. 48 618 h post-transfection, cells from each well were harvested, pooled and re-seeded into a 10 cm dish and allowed 619 to grow till 100% confluence. Expression of transgenes was check by qRT-PCR using specific primers, and 620 found to typically be several-fold greater than endogenous copies (HeLa) or from 0.2-to 1-fold (A549) 621 (Supplemental Figure S15) . 622
The nuclear and cytoplasmic fractionation was carried out as described previously (Suzuki et al. 2010 ) 623 with minor modifications. In brief, cells from 10 cm dishes were harvested by scraping and washed with 624 1x ice-cold PBS. For fractionation, cell pellet was re-suspended in 900 μl of ice-cold 0.1% NP40 in PBS 625 and triturated 7 times using a p1000 micropipette. 300 μl of the cell lysate was saved as the whole cell 626 lysate. The remaining 600 μl of the cell lysate was centrifuged for 30 sec on a table top centrifuge and the 627 supernatant was collected as "cytoplasmic fraction". 300 μl from the cytoplasmic supernatant was kept for 628 RNA isolation and the remaining 300 μl was saved for protein analysis by western blot. The pellet 629 containing the intact nuclei was washed with 1 ml of 0.1% NP40 in PBS. The nuclear pellet was re-630 suspended in 200 μl 1X PBS and subjected to a quick sonication of 3 pulses with 2 sec ON-2 sec OFF to 631 lyse the nuclei and prepare the "nuclear fraction". 100 μl of nuclear fraction was saved for RNA isolation 632 and the remaining 100 μl was kept for western blot. AluSp 
